


  
   

  

    

    

    

  




 


  
    
     Teacher Resume

	 
 

This is a
free Teacher Resume example that covers objectives and tips to gets you the
best job. This professional resume template with action words will help you in
writing perfect CV for the desired Teacher Job.

 

Teacher Job Description  

	 Creates
and executes project work plans and revises as appropriate to meet changing
needs and requirements.
	 Identifies
resources needed and assigns individual responsibilities.
	 Manages
day-to-day operational aspects of a project and scope.
	 Reviews
deliverables prepared by team before passing to client.
	 Effectively
applies our methodology and enforces project standards.
	 Prepares
for engagement reviews and quality assurance procedures.


 

Sample Teacher Resume Template

  

Contact information 

In this section you have
to include your Name, current home address, Mobile telephone number, Landline
telephone number and your personal email address which is currently used.

	 Full name
	 Present and
permanent addresses
	 Telephone numbers
	 Email address


 

Professional or career
objective 

Your objective is the one
that clearly underlines your aims and aspirations in that profession. For
example a Education Graduate will have to write an objective which is concise
and precisely speaks about his role that he wants to play in the Organization.

Sample Objective for Teacher

Excels in inductive reasoning with
sturdy ability to create theoretical models. Superb reading and writing skills
with experience writing in a professional environment. Strong social, analytical
and bilingual communication skills. Team and leader attitude as well as
committed, self-motivated and flexible, with high ethical standards.

 

Career Achievements 

If you have
any major Career Achievements or any Appreciation then this is the section
where they should be listed. For Example a Teacher can add his/her career achievements like,

	Play key role in orchestrating
     the adoption of new mathematical programmers.
	Integrated English instruction
     into all subject matters.
	Identified need for an after
     school programmed to update the English grammar and literature of
     students.
	Designed and implemented lesson
     plans for four classes: probability and statistics, college algebra,
     geometry, and math concepts. 
	Restructured classroom policy to
     reflect my classroom management style of consensus-building. 


 

Experience: 

Previous work experience
plays an important role while applying for a Job and hence it should be well
presented in the resume. Most of the questions during your resume will be
related to the previous job that you had and hence you should be well prepared
for it. You should begin with putting the name of the organization that you
worked for, the duration of your work and the post or the designation at which
you were working. After this, you can effectively place points in a bulleted
format that talk about the responsibilities and the achievements that you may
have achieved during your stay at the previous organization. The work
experience of an experienced Teacher applying for a job would look like,

 Math Teacher  

Sir Subhash
Sr. Sec.School, Jaipur 2006-2007

	Supervised and tutored student
     athletes taking various mathematics classes ranging from finite math to
     calculus.
	Taught study skills and test
     taking skills.
	Accommodated students of various
     skill levels.
	Kept records of attendance.  


Supplemental Maths Instruction Leader 

DeenDayal
Upadhyay Sr.Sec.School, 2003 - 2006

	Conducted study sessions for
     students enrolled in core curriculum classes as well as study sessions in
     dormitories.
	Maintained a professional
     dialogue with professors and teaching assistants.
	Taught study strategies and test
     taking skills.
	Assessed the learning styles of
     various students using a learning styles inventory.
	Kept precise records of
     attendance using Microsoft Excel?
	Demonstrated ability to clearly
     illustrate difficult-to-understand subjects.
	Demonstrated flexibility by
     holding study sessions for a variety of subjects including biology,
     geology, mathematics, and anthropology.
	Created study guides to aide in
     comprehension of lecture material.  


Teaching Assistant/Math Teacher 

Birla Se.
Sec. School, Jaipur, 2001-2003

	Taught arithmetic, reading, and
     physical education to bilingual students.
	Provided basic computer
     instruction and utilized software for remedial education. 
	Assessed students' progress
     daily in math concepts class. 
	Utilized Macintosh spreadsheet
     software to record grades. 


  

Education and Certification: 

The academic details need to be
mentioned in a tabulated format with respect to the degrees or the courses that
the candidate would have undertaken in the past. The latest degree or course
comes first followed by the last completed course and hence forth going
backwards. For example a Teacher who has completed post graduation or
graduation course is applying for a Job or to a company or an organization then
his/her details would be like,

	M A (Math)


             Ajmer
University,  Ajmer,
Rajasthan, 2000

	B A (Economics and Psychology)


Sri Krishna Collage of Arts & Commerce, Ajmer, 1998.

 

Honors  

If you have won any
competitions national or international then they could also be highlighted
here. For example a Teacher could lay stress on any exams that he may have
given or any seminars or conferences attended. If you are a part of any
honorary society or any nonprofit organization then that could also be added
here.

The honors and the
activities section of a Teacher would look like,

	Organized annul mathematics Quiz
     with Support of School Management. 
	Implemented Summer Vacation Math
      camp program with over 100 children
     where kids learnt moths in play way method.
	Received Certificate of
     "Meaningful Contribution in Maths" by Bal Bhasker The Children Magazine.


 

References: 

The References are
generally required so that your present employer can gauge you through the eyes
of the people who you were associated with or have worked for. So your teachers
or college professors' details could be placed here. Or your past employer who
you would have worked under can also be used as a reference. Ensure that the
people whose names you enter know you well and do inform them that you are
placing their names as reference because many companies call to confirm. For
example the references section of a Teacher could also look like,

Mr.Girish Ganguli

Principal

Soman Schools

girish@iiijjkk.com

  

Salary
Range of Teacher  

Salary Range of a Math Teacher:  

	 The average
salary received is approximately Rs. 9000 per month. This works out to an
annual pay package of 0.75 Lakhs to 1.10 Lakhs per annum CTC. 
	 The salary from
an American perspective works out to be $4500 per Month.


Salary Range of an Art Teacher:

	 The average
salary received is approximately Rs. 7000 per month. This works out to an
annual pay package of 0.85 Lakhs to 1.15 Lakhs per annum CTC. 
	 The salary from
an American perspective works out to be $4500 per Month.


Salary Range of an English Teacher:

	 The average
salary received is approximately Rs. 15000 per month. This works out to an
annual pay package of 1.90 Lakhs to 2.25 Lakhs per annum CTC. 
	 The salary from
an American perspective works out to be $8000 per Month.  


Note: This salary may be variable and it may
change from organization to organization.

  

Frequently asked Teacher Interview
Question

	 Describe
your student teaching successes and failures? 
	 You
give an assignment. A student ridicules the assignment, saying it doesn't make
sense. What would you do?
	 How
do you help students experience success?
	 How
would you individualize instruction for students?
	 What
procedures do you use to evaluate student progress besides using tests?
	 How
would you challenge the slow learner and the advanced learner within the same
class?
	 What
would your students say about you?
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VOLUNTEERISM IN THE POST-2015 DEVELOPMENT AGENDA for tachers with our resume

Volunteerism's contribution to development is significant, but not adequately recognized. The post-2015 process offers an unprecedented opportunity to advocate for volunteerism and the values it stands for as an integral component of the new development agenda.

The United Nations Volunteers (UNV) programme is actively involved in this process: at country level through the work of its volunteers, and at global level positioning volunteerism in the new Sustainable Development agenda together with volunteer groups.
Check the UNV events on volunteerism in the post-2015 agenda
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